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Interaction Protocols Based Approach for Reliable Web Services Composition

ABSTRACT: This paper deals with one of the key issues in Cooperative Information Systems (CIS): the Business Interaction
Protocols (IP) that are interconnecting the different parts involved in collaborative activities. The challenge here is twofold.
First, we must provide a formal model that is rich enough to capture interactions characteristics. Second, we must allow
designers to combine existing protocols to achieve a new specific need.

The paper introduces a formal analysis framework allowing the verification of the conformance between IP. This framework
is based on our previous work [7][8]. In this paper, we mainly focus on the compositions of IP, where particular protocols
may then be selected and composed to support a desired business application.
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1. Introduction

Contemporary enterprises and their business processes are becoming more dynamic, distributed and complex. Thus, even a
simple process (e.g., processing an order) may cause business transactions across boundaries of numerous business units
(shipping department, delivery department, sale department, etc.) and trigger interactions of multiple actors and software
applications [3].

In fact, enterprises are compelled to adopt new forms of organization that are mobile and reactive, and they are brought to focus
on their skills and contract alliances in order to satisfy the needs of customers. These alliances must permit the constitution of
teams with members coming from different enterprises to work together on a specific goal, so as to accelerate production, while
improving the quality and reducing substantially the costs. This definition is one of the several possible definitions of these
alliances, usually called Cooperative Information Systems (CIS). In this environment there is a clear need to coordinate multiple
Web services into a multistep business transaction. This requires that several Web services attain transactional properties
reflecting business semantics, which are to be treated as a single logical unit of work.

In such an environment, if there were no mechanisms to structure inter-enterprises interaction, the formed software components
result in increasingly complex and potentially unreliable systems. This opens new challenges to be tackled. For example,
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common message formats must be agreed upon and expected interaction sequences must be clearly defined [16]. Also, legal
consequences of message exchanges as well as business constraints must be captured [22].

To tackle these challenges, our approach motivates the use of Business Interaction Protocols (IP) for flexible inter-enterprise
application collaboration. IP are a useful way for structuring communicative interaction among business partners, by organising
messages into relevant contexts and providing a common guide to the all parts. This approach requires distilling from the
structure of a business collaboration the key capabilities that must necessarily be present in a business transaction and
specifying them accurately and independently of any specific implementation mechanisms. The IP then become the framework
for expressing detailed operational business semantics.

In previous work [8][5], we described the use of interaction protocols to define and manage collaborative processes in B2B
relationships where the autonomy of participants is preserved. We demonstrated the practicability of our approach by embedding
it in a Web services language for specifying IP, which conducive to reuse, refinement and aggregation of our IP. We also
elaborated translation rules from interaction protocols notations used in our approach into Colored Petri Nets (CPN). These
rules are implemented in IP2CPN: the tool we developed to automatically generate Petri nets from protocols specifications.
Resulting Petri nets can be analyzed by dedicated tools to detect errors as early as possible.

In this paper, we propose a basis for a theoretical approach for aggregating protocols to create a new desired business
application. The proposed approach provides the underpinnings of aggregation abstractions for protocols. Our approach is a
high-level abstraction that relates to real-world interaction protocols, and hence is easy for protocol designers to understand.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews our previous work. Based on that, in section 3, we give
details about protocols composition. Section 4 focuses on the verification of composite protocol correctness. Section 5 overviews
some related work and Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Our PreviousWork: an Overview

2.1 Introducing the Organic Computing Systems for CIS
Serious challenges like mergers and acquisitions, outsourcing possibilities, rapid growth, the need for regulatory compliance,
and intense competitive pressures are overtaxing existing traditional business processes, slowing innovation and making it
difficult for an enterprise to pursue and reach its business strategies and objectives. Such challenges require changes at the
enterprise-level and thus lead to a continuous business process redesign and improvement effort [1].

Routine process changes usually lead to possible reorganization and realignment of many businesses processes and increase
the propensity for error. To control process development one needs to know why a change was made, what are its implications
and whether the change is complete. Eliminating spurious results and inconsistencies that may occur due to uncontrolled
changes is therefore a necessary condition for the ability of processes to evolve gracefully, ensure stability and handle
variability in their behavior. Such kind of changes must be applied in a controlled fashion so as to minimize inconsistencies and
disruptions by guaranteeing seamless interoperation of business processes that may cross enterprise boundaries when they
undergo changes [13].

Driven by the motivation of change management in the context of CIS, we have introduced the Organic Computing systems on
enterprise level [21][10]. Organic Computing systems shall show so called self-x properties, i.e., they should be self-organizing,
self-optimizing, self-healing, self-protecting, self-configuring, self-explaining and so on. Like in natural systems these properties
shall become apparent on the level of the whole system through the properties and interactions of their components.

The self-x feature which is considered to be the most important for Organic Computing systems is self-organization, i.e., the
adaptive and dynamic process that allows systems to establish and maintain structure and function without external control.
Consequently, the proposed approach is based on the Observer/Controller architecture [24][11][23]. The observer monitors the
state of the system and the properties of the different components and reports an aggregated quantified context (a description
of the currently observed situation) to the controller. The controller evaluates this context with respect to a given objective
function and takes appropriate control actions whenever it is necessary to influence the underlying system to meet the system
goal.
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The architecture of the proposed system is composed of the following parts:

• A group of information systems (composed of Web services). Each information system has a Local Controller that sends the
list of the Web services to the global controller (through the observer).

• A global controller that receives a list of the available Web services of each information system. This list can be modified at
any moment, when a Web service is created, deleted and so on.

• Control components, which are collaborative components, and their role is to make compositions between Web services.

• And finally an observer. When the system has a goal to reach, it tries to reach this goal as following: The global controller has
the list of allWeb services of all information systems. This global controller starts to make a set of compositions between Web
services. This task of compositions is divided between control components. To improve the system performers, Web services
with similar characteristics are put into categories, to decrease the number of combinations of compositions (Web services of
each category have similar functionalities). Compositions between two categories are allocated to a group of control components.
After making compositions, a set of results is found. The global controller selects the result that fits more with the initial goal.

When a Web service leaves the system, this latter has to omit all compositions where this Web service is present. When a new
Web service enters in the system, this latter has to create new compositions with the new Web service. When characteristics
(some QoS for example) of aWeb service change, the system has to update compositions where this Web service takes place. In
all these cases the system is auto-reconfigurable in order to adapt to the new changes, and it avoids doing all compositions after
every modification of Web services, which is an operation that comes with costs. The decision about which control component
has to execute which task, are made by the control components their self.

2.2 Putting Interaction Protocols at the Center of CIS
From an abstract point of view of systems modelling, i.e. once we abstract from the nature of the languages and platforms over
which services are deployed, the main challenge raised by CIS Application is in the number of autonomic entities involved and
the complexity of the interactions within them. That is, the complexity that matters is not so much in the “size” of the code
through which such entities are programmed but on the number, intricacy and dynamicity of the interactions in which they will
be involved.

This is why it is so important to put the notion of interaction at the center of research in CIS modelling. This is also why new
methods and formal techniques become necessary. To tackle these challenges, our approach is based on a notion IP through
which we specify complex services and break the complexity of running systems by recognising larger chunks that have a
meaning in the application domain. This notion of IP, which is inspired by work of Multiagent systems (MAS), supports the
modelling of composite services as entities whose business logic involves a number of interactions among more elementary
service components.

Our approach [6] [8] motivates the use of IP based on AUML/BPEL4WS. where pre- and post-conditions, rules, guards are
specified in OCL1.

AUML (Agent UML) notation [2][4] is a UML profile dedicated to agents trying to simplify the transition from software
engineering to multi-agent system engineering. In other hand, BPEL4WS [18] (Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services) is a de facto standard for describing Web services composition. In our context, BPEL4WS was used as a specification
language for expressing the interaction protocols of the multi-agent system.

For a better interactivity, communication between software components (Web service, private application) should be appropriately
regulated. IP provide a formal ground for enabling this regulation. We demonstrated the practicability of our approach by
embedding it in a Web services language for specifying business protocols, which conducive to reuse, refinement and aggregation
of our business protocols.

2.3 Formalisation of Interaction Protocols
When protocols are employed in open environments, such as the internet, they must be executed by agents that behave more

1OCL: Object Constraint Language. (www.omg.org/cgi-bin)
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or less autonomously and whose internal designs are not known. In such settings, therefore, there is a risk that the participating
agents may fail to comply with the protocol [19]. Without a rigorous means to verify compliance, the very idea of protocols for
interoperation is subverted.

The use of formal methods is important because ensuring the correctness of complex protocols is seldom possible via other
design approaches. High-level Petri nets are a suitable formal method for the design of IP because of their ability to express
concurrency, non-determinism and system concepts at different levels of abstraction.

For this reason, we use Colored Petri Net (CPN) as target notation. CPN allows analysis to check for properties in IP. The
semantics of the IP notations used in our approach and its application are described on the basis of translation rules into CPN.
Consequently, lifelines, messages, constraints, splitting/merging paths, interaction terminations, and other IP construction
elements are translated into a Petri net. Afterwards, the resulting Petri net specification can be analysed by dedicated tools to
detect errors as early as possible.

Definition 1. (Colored Petri Net [17])
A Colored Petri Net is a nine-tuple (Plc, Tr, Ar, N,C, fc, G, E, I ), where:

• Plc is a finite set of places.
• Tr is a finite set of transitions.
• Ar is a finite set of arcs. The sets of places, transitions, and arcs are pairwise disjoint, that is Plc ∩ Tr = Plc ∩ Ar = Tr ∩ Ar = φ.
• N is a node function. It is defined from Ar into (Plc × Tr) ∪ (Tr × Plc).
• C is a finite set of non-empty types, also called color sets.
• fc is a color function. It is defined from Plc into C.
• G is a guard function. It is defined from Tr into expressions such that:

∀t ∈ Tr : [Type (G (t)) = Boolean ∧ Type (Var (G (t)))  ⊆ C].

• E is an arc expression function. It is defined from Ar into expressions such that: ∀a ∈ Ar : [Type (E (a)) = C (p) MS ∧ Type(V ar
(E(a))) ⊆ C],
where p is the place of N (a) and C (p)MS denotes the multi-set type over the base type C (p).
• I is an initialization function. It is defined from Plc into closed expressions such that: ∀p ∈ Plc : [Type (I (p)) = C (p) MS].

In previous work [7], we elaborated translation rules from interaction protocols notations used in our approach into Colored
Petri nets. These rules are implemented in IP2CPN: the tool we developed to automatically generate the Petri net from protocols
specification. The resulting Petri net specification can be analyzed by CPN-AMI tool [14] to detect errors as early as possible.

The CPN representation in our approach introduces the use of colors to represent additional information about business
processes interaction states and communicative acts of the corresponding interaction. Colors sets are defined in the net
declaration as follow: (the syntax follows standard CPN-notation used in [17]).

Color sets :
Communicative Act = with FIPA ACL Communicative Acts;
Role = string with a . . . z;
Content = string with a . . . z;
Bool = with true | false;
MSG = record
           s, r : Role;
          CA : Communicative Act;
         C : Content;
Variables : msg, msg1, msg2 : MSG;
          x : Bool;

The MSG colour set describes the communicative acts and is associated with the net message places. The MSGs colored token
is a record < s, r, ca, c >, where the s and r elements determine the sender and the receiver of the corresponding message. These
elements have the color setRole, which is used to identify business processes or/and Web services participating in the
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corresponding interaction. The CommunicativeAct and the Content color sets represent respectively the FIPA-ACL communicative
acts and the content of the corresponding message. We note that the places without color set hold an indistinguishable token
and therefore have the color domain token = {•}.

In our CPN representation, each role is considered equivalent to a type of resource, which is represented in a Petri net as a place.
Hence, there will be one token in the place for each actor playing this role. As shown in figure 1, each one of these places is
labelled Startr where ri is the role name.

The life line of role is represented implicitly by a places and transitions sequence belonging to this role.The net is constituted
therefore by one sub-net (Petri net process) for each role acting during the interaction and these nets are connected by places
that correspond to the exchanged messages.

Driven by the motivation of reuse, would like to treat protocols as modular components, potentially composed into additional
protocols, and applied in a variety of business processes. By maintaining repositories of commonly used, generic, and  modular
protocols, we can facilitate the reuse of a variety of well-defined, well-understood and validated protocols. For example, a
payment protocol can be used in a process for purchasing goods as well as in a process for registering for classes at a university.
Further, the repository would expand as newly composed protocols are inserted into it.

In the rest of this paper, we propose a basis for a theoretical approach for aggregating protocols to create a new desired business
application. The proposed approach provides the underpinnings of aggregation abstractions for protocols.

3. Towards an Approach for Business Protocols Composition

In traditionally approaches, protocols are either not described formally or are described merely in terms of message order. As
states by [15], such approaches give a basis for structuring communicative interaction among business partners, but do not
address the fundamental knowledge engineering challenge of reuse and composition at the level of protocols.

Specifically, because protocols address different business goals, they often need to be composed to be put to good use. For
example, a company that is interested in selling books could focus on this protocol while outsourcing other protocols such as
payment and shipment.

The composition of two or more IP generates a new protocol providing both the original individual behavioral logic and a new
collaborative behavior for carrying out a new composite task. This means that existing protocols are able to cooperate although
the cooperation was not designed in advance.

Definition 2. (Composite Protocol) A Composite Protocol (CP) is a tuple CP = (P, Op , Input,Output, Pinit, Pfin)
where:

- P is a non empty set of basic protocols,

- Op is a non empty set of operators, Op  ⊆ (P × P) ∪ (P × CP) ∪ (CP × P) ∪ (CP × CP),

- Input,Output are a set of the elements required (produced) by the composite protocol CP,

- Pinit is non empty set of initial protocols, Pinit ∈ P and

- Pfin is non empty set of final protocols, Pfin ∈ P.

Modelling protocols composition requires control structures involving loops, choice and parallelism. This will enable complex
behaviour of IP, such as concurrent execution, or iteration while a certain condition holds. Consequently, an automated means
of assembling complex protocols from atomic ones is essential.

In this section, we introduce a theoretical approach for structural protocols composition that allows the creation of new
valueadded business protocols using existing ones as building blocks. Sequence, alternative, iteration, and arbitrary sequence
are typical constructs specified in the control flow.

i
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The proposed approach provides the underpinnings of aggregation abstractions for protocols. To achieve this goal we require
an agreement between IP in the form of a shared contract.

3.1 Protocol Contracts
For a correct composition of protocols, they must come to an agreement or contract. A contract describes the details of a
protocol (participants in the protocol, produced elements, required elements, constraints,...) in a way that meets the mutual
understandings and expectations of two or more protocols. Introducing the contract notion gives us a mechanism that can be
used to achieve a meaningful composition.

Definition 3. (Protocol Contract) Contract C, is a collection of elements that are common across two interaction protocols. It
represents the mutually agreed upon protocol schema elements that are expected and offered by the two protocols.

1. Let us denote by Pk  , Pk    the set of elements required (produced) by the protocol Pk where Pk  = {xi , i  ≥ 1} and Pk    = {yj , j
≥ 1}

2. Let us define a function θ, called a contract-mapping, that maps a set of Pk     elements (produced by the protocol Pk) anda set
of Pr   (consumed by the protocol Pr),  θ  = ∃yi ∈ Pk    ∧ ∃ xj Pr   | (xi , yj)}, which means that the protocol Pr consumes the element
yj provided by the protocol Pk , and C = (Pk    )θ (C) ∪ (Pr   )θ (C).

in out in out

out

in out in

out in

3.2 Protocols Compositability relationship
The compositability relationship means that business protocols can be joined together to create a new protocol that performs
more sophisticated applications. That composition can then serve as a protocol itself.

Definition 4. (Partial Compositability) Two protocols Pk and Pr meet the Partial Compositability relationship iff  ∃xi ∈ (Pr   )θ (C),
∃yi ∈ (Pr    )θ  (C) | (xi, yj), which means that the protocol Pr can be executed after the protocol Pk but it must wait until all its
“required elements” will be provided by other protocols.

Definition 5. (Full Compositability) Two protocols Pk and Pr are called Full Compositability iff ∃xi ∈ (Pr   ) (C), ∃yi ∈ (Pk      ) (C)
| (xi, yj), which means that the protocol Pr must be (immediately) executed after the protocol Pk because all its “required
elements” are offered by the protocol Pk.

We note here that the partial (full) compositability relationship is not commutative. So, if a protocol Pk has a partial (full)
compositability relationship with a protocol Pr , it doesn’t means that Pr have a partial (full) compositability relationship with Pk.

out

in

in out

Proposition. Let P ={P1, P2, . . . , Pm} a set of business protocols. The set P constitute a meaningful composition if: ∀Pk ∈ (P −
Pinit  ), ∀xi ∈ (Pk    )θ (C), ∃yj ∈ (Pr      )θ   (C) | (xi, yj), where r, k ∈ [1, m] and r ≠ k.2 outin

2Pinit ∈ P and represent the initial protocols, which their “required elements” are provided by external events

This proposition states that, if we have a set of protocols P ={P1, P2, . . . , Pm} when all their “required elements” are offered (by
other protocols), this means that all the protocols of P can be executed.

Justification. By definition 4, a protocol Pk can be executed iff all its “required elements” are offered. So, if we have a set of
protocols P ={P1, P2, . . . , Pm} when all their “required elements” are offered (by other protocols), this means that all the
protocols of P can be executed.

3.3 Protocols Composition Operators
We describe below the syntax and semantics of the protocols composition operators. The operators were chosen to allow
common and advanced protocols combinations. The set of new protocols can be defined by the following grammar in BNF like
notation: eP ::= P → P | P P | P  P | P → P | P ↖
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Figure 1. An Example of Interaction Protocol

Where:
• P1 →  P2 represents a composite protocol that performs the protocol P1 followed by the protocol P1, i.e., → is an operator of
Sequence.

This is typically the case when a protocol depends on the output of the previous protocol. For example, the protocol Payment
is executed after the completion of the protocol Delivery.

Formally, P1 → P2 is represented by the Petri net shown in Figure 2-a. In this case, the two protocols are connected by a
transition and n arcs, where n is a number of the participants in the protocols P1 and P2.

In fact, the Petri net representation of the composite protocol P1 → P2 is CPN as defined in Definition 2, where:

– Plc = Plcp1 ∪ Plcp2 ,

– Tr = Trp1 ∪ Trp2 ∪ {t}

– Ar = Arp1 ∪ Arp2 ∪{(FinalPlcp1 , t), (t, StartPlcp2 )}, where FinalPlcp1 is a set of a final places of the protocolp1 and StartPlcp2
is a set of a start places of the protocolp2.

• P1  P2 represents a composite protocol that behaves as either protocol P1 or protocol P2. i.e.,  is an Alternative (or a Choice)
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operator.

Figure 2-b shows a Petri net representation of the alternative operator, so that only one protocol can be executed. In this case,
each basic protocol is associated to a transition.

The Petri net representation of the composite protocol P1  P2 is CPN, where:

– Plc = Plcp1 ∪ Plcp2 ∪ {i, o},

– Tr = Trp1  ∪ Trp2 ∪ {ti1, ti2, to1, to2}

– Ar = Arp1 ∪ Arp2 ∪ {(i, ti1), (i, ti2), (ti1, StartPlcp1 )}

∪ {(ti2, StartPlcp2 ), (to1, o), (to2, o), (FinalPlcp1 , to1)}
∪ {(FinalPlcp2 , to2)}.

Figure 2. Protocols Operators: (a) Sequence and (b) Alternative

• P1  P2 represents a composite protocol that performs the protocol P1 and P2 independently from each other. i.e.,  is a Parallel
operator.
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Figure 3. Protocols Operators: (a) Parallelism and (b) Iteration

This operator which models concurrency protocols execution is represented by means of parallel case or multi-threading in
Petri net (see figure 3-a). In fact, we add one transition and n arcs, where n is the number of the participants in the protocols
P1 and P2.

The Petri net representation of the composite protocol P1  P2, is CPN, where:

– Plc = Plcp1 ∪ Plcp2 ∪ {i, o},

– Tr = Trp1  ∪ Trp2 ∪ {ti, to}

– Ar = Arp1 ∪ Arp2 ∪ {(i, ti), (ti , StartPlcp1)} ∪ {(ti , StartPlcp2), (to, o), FinalPlcp1} ∪
   {(to), (FinalPlcp2 , to)}.

• P↖  represents the execution of a protocol followed a certain number of times by itself. i.e., ↖ is an Iteration operator.

In Petri net (see figure 3-b), an iteration has a transitions that is connected to all the participants places in the protocol P. So we
add a transition and an arc from the end place to this transition and n arcs from this transition to the beginning participants
places in the protocol P.

Consequently, the Petri net representation of the composite protocol P↖  is CPN as defined in Definition 2, where:
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–  Plc = Plcp ∪ {i, m, o},

– Tr = Trp ∪ {tcond , ttrue, tfalse, tjoin}

– Ar = Arp ∪ {(tcond , i), (i, ttrue), (i, tfalse ), (ttrue } ∪ { StartPlcp), (FinalPlcp, tjoin)} ∪ {(tjoin, m),
   (m, ttrue), (tfalse, o)}.

• P1 → P2 represents a composite protocol that behaves as P1 except for an event e in P1, P2 can be executed, then P1 can resumes
its execution. i.e., → is a Refinement operator.

The refinement operator, in which protocols are replaced by more detailed non empty protocols. Refinement is the transformation
of a design from a high level abstract form to a lower level more concrete form hence allowing hierarchical modeling.

4. Verification of Composite Protocol Correctness

Business protocols interact with each other for conducting a specific task although they are created. Since IP which contain
errors may cause inconsistance in the system, it is thus important to analyze the composite protocols before they are put into
operation.

The transformation into Petri net is performed using our tool IP2CPN. The formal verification is performed using the CPN-AMI
Petri net modeling and model checking environment [14].

CPN allow us to validate and evaluate the usability of a system by performing automatic and/or guided executions. These
simulation techniques can also carry out performance analysis by calculating transaction throughputs, etc. Moreover, by
applying the CPNAMI tool it is possible to verify static and dynamic properties in order to provide the complement to the
simulation. Some of these properties are that:

• There are no activities in the system that cannot be realized (dead transitions). If initially dead transitions exist, then the system
was bad designed. - The IP specification exhibits the liveness property (e.g., the output CPN guarantees the existence of an
initial state such that for any accessible state, at least one operation is executed).

• It is always possible to return to a previous state (home properties). For instance, to compare the results of applying different
decisions from the same state. (the case of XOR and OR decision)

• The system may stop before completion (deadlock). Thus, a work might never be finished, or it might be necessary to allocate
more resources to perform it.

• Certain tokens are never destroyed (conservation). Hence, resources are maintained in the system.

5. Related Work

With the growing trend of service oriented computing, composition of Web services has received much interest to support CIS.
As stated in [20] and [25], current efforts in Web services composition can be generally grouped into three categories: manual,
automatic, and semi-automatic composition.

By manual composition, we mean that the composite service is designed by a human designer (i.e., service provider) and the
whole service composition takes place during the design time. This approach works fine as long as the service environment,
business partners, and component services do not or rarely change. On the other hand, automatic service composition approaches
typically exploit the Semantic Web and artificial intelligence planning techniques. By giving a set of component services and a
specified requirement (e.g., user’s request), a composite service specification can be generated automatically [9].

However, realizing a fully automatic service composition is still very difficult and presents several open issues [20], [9], [12]. The
basic weakness of most research efforts proposed so far is that Web services do not share a full understanding of their
semantics, which largely affects the automatic selection of services.

e

e
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There exist some research efforts that encourage manual and automatic compositions. Instead of coupling component services
tightly in the service model, such approaches feature a high-level abstraction (e.g., UML activity model, protocol specifications,
and interface) of the process models at the design time, while the concrete composite services are either generated automatically
using tools or decided dynamically at run time (e.g., BPEL4WS [18]).

Our proposition is similar to these approaches in the sense that we also adopt a semi-automatic approach for application
integration. The collaboration scenario is specified as interaction protocols not high-level goals and the component applications
are selected, at run time, based on the protocol specification specified at the design time.

Also, the Web services related standards for services composition and interoperability, such as the BPEL4WS [18] are lower
level abstractions than ours since they specify flows in terms of message sequences. Also, they mix interaction activities and
business logic making them unsuitable for reuse. In contrast to our approach, the BPEL4WS elements are only used to specify
messages exchanges between the different business partners. Afterwards, this specification is used by agents to enact the
integration of business processes at run time. Agents have the capability to dynamically form social structures through which
they share commitments to the common goal. The individual agents, through their coordinated interactions achieve globally
coherent behavior; they act as a collective entity known as a multiagent system. In our previous work [6] [5], we have explored
the relationship between Web services, multiagent systems and enterprise application integration.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a formal framework that allows for the verification of the conformance between interaction protocols.
The presented framework is based on our previous work [7][8] that provides a formal model for the composition of local
participants implementations.

The key feature of this framework is the ability to model and formally verify composition of business interaction protocols,
where particular protocols may then be selected and composed to support a new business task. The proposed framework is
based on Petri net for composing protocols. The formal semantics of the composition operators is expressed in terms of Petri
nets by providing a direct mapping from each operator to a Petri net construction. In addition, the use of a formal model allows
the verification of properties and the detection of inconsistencies both within and between protocols.

There are other issues in B2B e-commerce which, we believe, could be successfully addressed by extending the framework
presented in this paper, e.g., to include management of time and resources. We expect that these problems can be dealt with
using a suitable high-level Petri net, such as timed Petri nets.
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